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 The contingent staffing market was growing at a steady pace for the past few years before COVID-19 hit. However, in 2020, the market 
contracted by 14% as enterprise’ talent demand decreased substantially during the pandemic 

 Following the sharp contraction during H1 2020, the market recovered in the later part of the year. Strong enterprise demand is expected to fuel 
recovery in 2021 and beyond

Some of the findings in this report, among others, are:

 IT, industrial, and healthcare occupations represent more than 50% of the total contingent staffing market revenue in the US; except for IT and 
healthcare, every other job family has been heavily impacted by COVID-19

 IT and healthcare contingent staffing have emerged as one of the fastest growing sectors in recent years. Favorable talent supply-demand 
dynamics and broader market and macro-economic conditions have put both industries on the path of future growth

Market characteristics by 
job family

 Enterprises across the board are either currently experiencing acute skills shortage or are expecting it in the near future
 With the many benefits that contingent workforce has to offer, enterprises are pivoting their business strategy to actively look at increasing their 

leverage of contingent workforce
 Various market factors have forced staffing providers to decrease their margins in order to stay competitive

Market disruptors

 Staffing suppliers will need to pivot their business models to newer angles in order to grow in the face of disruptive agents
 Investments in tool and technology and a shift towards output-based engagement models will help service providers differentiate themselves 

from their competitors
 Acute skills shortage and widening talent demand-supply gap has necessitated investments in upskilling/reskilling and DE&I solutions to unlock 

future growth 

Navigating through 
disruption for future growth

This report examines the 2020 US contingent workforce (staffing) state of the market and provides an overview of the impact of COVID-19 and subsequent recovery of the market. It focuses 
on various factors disrupting the industry and how service providers are navigating the waves of disruption to unlock future growth

Market size and growth

Overview and abbreviated summary of key messages
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This study offers 5 distinct chapters providing a deep dive into key aspects of contingent 
workforce (staffing) market; below are four charts to illustrate the depth of the report

Share of revenue across job family in the US, 2020E; Percentage of revenue Enterprise adoption outlook for next-generation IT themes

Top 3 missing technical and soft skills Key DE&I offerings of staffing firms

25%

24%
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8%

7%
7%

Information technology (IT)

Industrial

Healthcare

Office/clerical

Finance and 
accounting

Engineering/design

OthersMarketing and creative (1%)
Life sciences (2%)

82% Artificial Intelligence (AI) / Machine Learning (ML)

Cognitive computing76%

Big data and analytics94%

72% Blockchain
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Sourcing Analytics Advisory services
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development / training

Service providers engage 
with underrepresented 

sections of the society to 
source diverse associates 

and assist enterprises 
curate diverse talent 

communities.

Service providers leverage 
analytics to assess 

demand and supply of 
diverse talent and advise 

enterprises around 
workforce planning, as 

well as benchmark 
workforce diversity with 

peers and market.

Leading service providers 
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methodology/frameworks 
and engage external 

consultants to assess both 
their own and enterprises’ 

DE&I initiatives.

Leading service 
providers are investing 
heavily in developing 
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solutions to help hiring 

and line managers 
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